
Convent Pets

Cameos from the Archives

The early convents and schools in Australia, particularly the boarding schools,

were designed to have a homely atmosphere and pets were included. Mother

Gonzaga Barry, herself had grown up with, ‘ponies, dogs and pets of every kind'.

When the Sisters moved into their new convent in Ballarat in 1875, they took

with them two good watchdogs, ‘Muff’ and ‘Darkey’, from the St. Alipius

Presbytery, where they had been staying. The new convent was located to the

west of the City of Ballarat, only about 3 kilometres from the Post Office, but

was perceived as fairly isolated. Few other houses were nearby and gas street

lighting was only installed in the city in 1881 and likely considerably later up that

end of Ballarat. The dark, quiet, open area must have been unsettling and the

dogs provided some security.

Senior Students near the front entrance of Mary’s Mount in c.1885 with the convent dog

– this could be ‘Barrie’.



“These dogs returned to their old home next day, but the following morning were

found at “Mary’s Mount” upstairs. Mary, the housekeeper, explained matters. She

sent word she was “training ‘em”, that she “bate them back with the roulin’ pin”

and that she would do the same every time they appeared at the presbytery.

Poor dogs! It was no wonder they decided to return to “Mary’s Mount” where they

were a great protection.”
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However, the dogs had other ideas.

‘Darkie’ was mentioned again in 1883 when he took an unwelcome interest in the

newly hatched pet gosling, as reported by a student in the ‘Nuggets’ newsletter,

a precursor to the magazine, ‘Eucalyptus Blossoms’.

Mary’s Mount Convent pets in 1883 sketched by a pupil, ‘Nuggets’ newsletter.
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The Sydney convents were also recorded as having convent dogs. In 1892

Loreto Convent Randwick had ‘Hector’. Another dog, ‘Whip’ disgraced himself

by allegedly attacking the chickens and was banished. Three Dogs indeed

seemed to be rather ill-fated, as Portland’s dog, ‘Tiger’, a much-loved little dog

who accompanied the pupils on their morning swims, was ‘bitten by an octopus’. 

Loreto Normanhurst also had a convent dog.
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Birds were also a common convent pet. In a letter to Mother Boniface Volcker,

Mother Gonzaga mentions Mother Josephine Bolger’s five blackbirds and

another two seagulls, one of which was unfortunately taken by a stray dog. The

seagulls were probably a gift from the Portland Convent. Loreto Randwick had a

pet raven which was accidentally killed by Sr Bruno when she struck it instead of

a stray dog who was attacking a calf.

Many past pupils probably remember later convent pets with great fondness.

The Archives would love to hear any stories.

The tradition of having a Convent pet persisted.  Mary’s Mount Middle School 1960 with ‘Rex’.


